
www.TableStarGames.com

Unique Characters 
Compelling Genres
Thrilling Gameplay 

For more information and to check 
out online demos of the games go to:

Don’t Forget, with the New Year 
comes New HeroCard games.  
Watch for 2007 release info!

Take Home Your Favorite Today
Bring your ninja to space or have the T�oa 
King �ght it out in Cyberspace. There is 
so much opportunity for dynamic game 
play in the HeroCard universe.
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Ha! I Toa King will 
win the $1500!

What are you 
talking about?

I rule 
HeroCard!

Oh, the TableStar 
Games event.

Wrong!
Deva rules 
HeroCard!

Nice costume, 
have you no 
shame?

Devaõs Astral 
Storm will 
prevail!

Toa Kingõs 
Coupe De 
Grace rules!

Weõll settle this at the 
HeroCard tournament on 

Saturday. I already entered.

We better sign up at 
the TableStar Games 
booth right now!

Yeah, only a few 
can participate.

Iõll get an edge 
by attending a 
strategy session.

I canõt believe we 
lost to a sidekick!!

Sweet
T-shirt
prize.

$1500! Dealer 
room here I 

come!

Win $1,500 Saturday
 First Prize: $1,500
 Second Prize: $100
 Everyone gets a prize.

Many Opportunities to Learn
Sign up at the TableStar Games Booth
For more information, rules and demos:
        www.TableStarGames.com

Tournament Starts at 4p.m.
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I donõt even know why Iõm bothering to 
save that simpleton mayor. I knew he 
wasnõt too bright, but letting those 
Western Alliance of Supranormal Police 
fools operate freely in New Olympia is a 
stroke of idiocy even he should have seen. 

I think you 
know who the 
true Champion 
in this city is.

...Letõs check the word on the street.

An Arm Bar should 
get me the dirt I 
need out of these 
cowardly thugs.

It is all the 
W.A.S.P.s fault.

Uuugh..they...ow!
They are experimenting 

with mind control!

A crash of window glass, 
a Gas Pellet Screen and a 
Darter Barrage later the 
W.A.S.P. assailants lie at 
Talonõs feet unconscious.

Time to get 
to work.

I think they are going 
after the mayor. I saw 
the W.A.S.P.s load the 
equipment into City Hall.

The whole robot rampage 
was really just a cover 
for a government coup.
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